Kaizon Quantity Surveying.

Kaizon has the skills and expertise to guide your project from
inception through to completion, ensuring your budget forecast is
accurate, advice is reliable, and you receive high-quality delivery
works.

Kaizon provides a full range of comprehensive and competitive quantity surveying services from early feasibility stages
right through to project completion. We provide services throughout New Zealand and the Pacific and work on projects
of all sizes, levels of complexity and throughout multiple sectors. Our Quantity Surveyors have extensive experience
working with key stakeholders on projects including the design and project management teams, consultants, main
contractors and sub-contractors. The team understand how important effective communication is when working
alongside key personnel on a project.

Leading the team is Gus Fepuleai, Director of Quantity Surveying
Gus is an experienced practitioner having delivered successful outcomes on projects for
over 20 years for clients both in New Zealand and the Pacific.
Gus has worked as project Quantity Surveyor in both the roles of contractor as well as
consultant, providing him with both a pragmatic and balanced understanding of the
delivery approach from both sides of the fence.
Gus has extensive experience in the preparation of feasibility studies for new
developments, cost control during the design stages, assistance with the preparation of
contract documents, contract administration during construction and negotiating Final
Accounts. As a Contractor QS, duties have included:
Preparing tender documents for sub-contractor pricing
Tendering
Contract Negotiation with suppliers and sub-contractors
Construction Monitoring to ensure the project is within cost, time and quality

Kaizon Quantity Surveying Benefits
Pre-contract stage
The pre-contract stage is
one of the most important
stages of any project.
Careful
consideration
needs to be given to
produce realistic costs and
project budgets, which
will ultimately shape your
entire project.

Post-contract stage
By the time you are at this
stage, the contract should
have
been
developed,
approved and a suitable
contractor appointed. The
effects of any chages to
tender
documentation
during this stage will be
more costly to the client
than during the pre-contract
stage.

Technologies
It’s important that a
Quantity Surveyor keeps up
with the latest technologies
available to increase the
efficiency and accuracy of
their job. Here at Kaizon we
use the latest 2D and 3D cost
management
technology
that ensures our clients
receive the right delivery
framework.
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Property Finance
Gus and his team have
experience working with
financial property lenders
to evalutate the viability
of projects. The team
have
written
various
initial assessment reports
and drawdown reports
providing lenders with
accurate and reliable
data to make informed
decisions.

The benefits of hiring a Professional
Quantity Surveyor.
Why you need a Professional Quantity Surveyor
A Quantity Surveyor is a Cost Manager or Cost
Engineer within the construction industry. They are
an integral part of a building project and are arguably
one of the most important service disciplines in any
construction industry. A Quantity Surveyor ensures
that the client is getting value for money, provides
advisory services into materials and pricing, liaises
with stakeholders, and ensures the project stays on
budget.

The knowledge and expertise of a Professional
Quantity Surveyor (PQS) is invaluable to clients
- they are able to provide sound advice and
guide the client through the costing and budget
process, which at times can be very complex and
quickly fall apart.
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Kaizon - Leading the industry in delivering
tailored solutions through collaboration,
knowledge and education.

Kaizon Full Range of Services

Kaizon is an Auckland and Wellington-based multi-disciplinary building consultancy firm. The Kaizon group
of companies have provided services to the New Zealand building and construction industry for more than
17 years. With over 220 years of combined employee market experience in construction and building,
our experience spans over multiple industries and disciplines including but not limited to Healthcare,
Government, Public Sector, Commercial, Residential, Defense and Retail. We specialise in Architecture,
Building Surveying, Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying.

Our mission is to be leaders in the industry in contributing to a better-built environment and more
sustainable future. Through globally accumulated knowledge and an innovative culture, we provide the
best solutions for our clients. People are our focus. We enjoy what we do, know how to have fun, and are
passionate about our values.

Kaizon – leading the industry in delivering tailored solutions through collaboration, knowledge, and
education.
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